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Why

“Children naturally enjoy 
observing and thinking about 
nature.” (Eshach & Fried, 2005, p. 315)

“It is, therefore, incumbent on the 
science educator to provide 
children with environments, 
materials, and activities, to develop 
their scientific reasoning while 
these ‘windows of opportunity’ are 
still open.” (ibid., p. 334)



Why

“Action needs to begin at primary 
school - age 14 is too late.”

“Efforts to broaden students’ 
aspirations, particularly in relation 
to STEM, need to begin in primary 
school. Currently most activities 
and interventions are targeted at 
secondary school students.” 



Challenges & obstacles in primary STEM 
Ed



Primary Teacher PD at CERN

Try out new teaching approaches, especially hands-

on activities and experiments with everyday 

materials, to increase their confidence when teaching 

physics in particular and science in general.

Experience the unique culture of 

cutting-edge science, technology 

and innovation at the world’s 

largest particle physics laboratory.

Get inspired and motivated to share newly 

acquired knowledge and wonder-full 

experience with peers, parents and the 

local community.

Develop creative educational scenarios and lesson 

plans that build on and enrich the primary 

curricula with modern physics ideas to increase 

the interest, motivation and wonder of students.



Development



Supporting bodies

7



Implementation*

8,915students

2 countries

5 courses at CERN

346 teachers155 schools

*In 3 school years (2016-19)



Implementation: (Mean) multiplication 
ratio

= 3 students



Awards & recognitions

Particles4U (IPPOG) Looking…Up! (IAU OAD)

Science Communication Awards 2018 ΕΠΙ2 



STE(A)M highlights

Primary School of Vytina, Greece (Image: Giannis Karountzos)6th Intercultural  School of Eleftherio-Kordelio, Greece (Image: Kiki Zervou)

2016-17 2017-18



STE(A)M highlights

2nd Minority Primary School of Komotini (Image: Marina Molla)6th Primary  School of Naousa, Greece (Image: Anastasia Lafara)

2018-19 2018-19

14 schools

52 teachers

512 students

7 schools

28 teachers

270 students

3 countries



Course evaluation*

*3 PD courses (2 GR, 1 UK)Source: Alexopoulos, Pavlidou & Cherouvis (2019)



Follow-up evaluation*

*3 PD courses (2 GR, 1 UK)Source: Alexopoulos, Pavlidou & Cherouvis (2019)



Student impact



Student impact*

* Based on student assessment in Vytina Primary School, Greece 



Student impact*

* Based on student assessment in Vytina Primary School, Greece 



Student impact*

* Based on student assessment in Vytina Primary School, Greece 



Student impact**

** Conradty, Sotiriou & Bogner (2020) 



In conclusion

❖ “Playing with Protons” has so far proved a successful primary teacher 
training course

❖ Evidence suggests that “Playing with Protons” has a positive effect on 
student creativity and, subsequently, on science career motivation

❖ Further work on the cultivation of an ethic of interdependent 
contribution to a shared purpose (i.e. the effective engagement of all 
primary students with modern physics, scientific discovery and 
innovation) and the success of others

❖ In this sense, value creation is contingent upon the extent to which 
community members believe that others have contributions to make 
towards this shared creation



Thank you!

@playprotons

Contact

protons-info@cern.ch
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